
Kantin� Edon� Edon� Winer� Men�
Stanisllav Zyber, Kuçovë, Albania, Kucove

+355695233844,+355698555757 - https://edoniwinery.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Kantina Edoni Edoni Winery from Kucove. Currently,
there are 9 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Kantina Edoni Edoni Winery:
beautiful family place to visit near berat. they offer wine tasting tours where they can visit weinberge, they learn

how the wine is produced and history of the ortes and, of course, try the wine that is produced here. must
experience wine tasting in the beautiful and relaxed atmosphere! read more. The rooms on site are wheelchair
accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Kantina

Edoni Edoni Winery:
Unfortunately, no more tours were given to the vineyard. The wine tasting was just two wines and a firey. The
wine was really good, and you've got some food, and you've got a lot of meat, even though we told you we're
vegetarians, and it's not really a tasting, you're buying the two bottles of wine and you can drink that. Since

you're allowed to drink in Albany, very little if you want to drive, we asked if we could... read more. For those who
want to a beer after work and sit with friends or alone, Kantina Edoni Edoni Winery from Kucove is a good bar.
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SIDE SALAD
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